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This failed it.death within the terms of the policy.

Then, upon another point—as to 
was within the exception of the policy as 
caused by or arising wholly or in part from disease 
or other intervening cause-the company was non- 

because of a definition in the 
definition which did

The decision in the Doherty case, which 
all fire insurance in

whether the case 
to deathMeeelpt»

■est 1»
appeared to put
jeopardy until the premium was paid 
althoug h the receipt therefor may have 

been delivered by the insuring company, wears a 
different aspect when more accurately stated. 1 his 
is done by our legal contributor, to whose report on 
this case we invite attention, as it is a matter of the 

[utmost importance both to fire insurance companies 
and to the owners of insured property.

suited. This was 
policy of the word " disease," a 
not include any of the above mentioned troubles.

It is announced that Sir I bornas 
has succeeded in 

insurance on the
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within three months of its occurrence. in rates The contention has been
one clause, however, which read : “if such injury shall any such S. Lawrence route per sc, has conditions 
be the direct and sole cause of death ; another, of that - • as tQ ^ for hijh râUi
^importance '  ̂ £, P-ea put f-rth in reply to this,
ject for compensation, must be directly an > casualties on the route did not arise from
caused by some outward and visi = means o w e . natural conditions but from defective seamanship
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i.krvtmn. cause may ...her d.r.ctly or caKlhcn the K»alish marine undtrwriter. have
brought on or result from an accidcn . p . . • . j r excessive rates that the
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ictident, accidentally inflicted a woun wi i is . aL,ainst this port caused by high rates
thumbnail on his leg and thereby introduced septic d.crimination «g ^ ,|ke, to be removed,
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